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ABSTRACT
Cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies are the underpinnings of a new financial infrastructure,
similar to how the internet was the underpinning of a new information infrastructure.
In this paper we present Ledgity, the Neo-Private Bank & Financial infrastructure dedicated to
financial advisors and their clients, paving the way for a greater adoption of crypto asset investments
and blockchain technology.
Beyond the digitization of investors’ experience, we make it easy for financial advisors and their
clients to widen their investment scope. For the first time crypto assets and tokenized financial
products are easily accessible to traditional finance. Ledgity is the first digital wealth management
infrastructure that harnesses the benefit of blockchain technology for the representation and the
exchange of assets. Crypto asset investments opportunities and asset tokenization are offered to all,
at a finger touch, on our fully integrated platform.
Our solution is powered by LTY Token, a governance/utility token allowing the participant in Ledgity
development on future integration and improvement of Ledgity infrastructure.
After 1 years of R&D, Ledgity launched in Q4 2021 a beta of Ledgity Wealth App with a community
of independent financial advisors and their clients.
Ledgity Targets the Next $1 Trillion of Assets Entering Crypto And DeFi Through Its Wealth App
Join us to build the Future of Finance.
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I.

Blockchain based wealth management infrastructure
Ledgity promotes a more inclusive financial system, whereby top-tier investment
opportunities and advisories can be offered to all. We strongly believe blockchain
technologies can contribute to our vision. Ledgity Protocol’s commitment to the Cardano and
native implementation on Cardano Blockchain offers users the speed and dependability that
is currently lacking on the Ethereum blockchain. Professional investors find the greatest
opportunities lying in the asset class that exhibits a high unit price, illiquidity and high
transaction costs. The assets with the greatest value are real estate, private equity & venture
capital, arts and crypto assets. Inclusive means to provide the same investment opportunities
to all. On top of that, we believe that providing a gateway to crypto assets will benefit a
large number of investors and independent financial advisors who want to answer the
growing demand from their clients.
Two major hurdles currently refrain financial advisors from proposing investments in digital
assets:
●

They lack a performing digital platform to manage the client relationship and
reporting responsibilities.

●

They lack a dedicated platform to invest into crypto assets.

Thanks to blockchain technologies and our wealth management industry knowledge, Ledgity
is able to address both pain points and guide financial advisors into their journey to digital
assets.
●

Process digitization: Our solution fully digitizes the relationship between financial
advisors and their clients

●

Product diversification: Ledgity integrates a crypto asset exchange and a new
financial products distribution platform built on Cardano, offering to financial advisors
and their clients a new digital experience and widening the scope of their
investments

●

Lead generation: Investments through Ledgity’s platform are open to all individuals
without a minimum ticket. Financial advisors can propose their services to members
of the platform

●

Investment strategy:

Automated investment recommendations based on clients’

profile.
●

Best in class execution: Financial advisors can leverage on our smart engine crypto
exchange to provide best pricing, best execution and transparency to their clients.
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A) Wealth management services
Wealth management remains a very old fashioned business. Current onboarding of clients,
investment decisions and follow up rely on manual checks and data input into obsolete IT
infrastructure that are prone to error. In addition, existing systems are generally not designed
to meet the increasing reporting/compliance requirements to regulators.
As such, it prevents satisfactory user experience/ services and limits the innovation such as
providing crypto assets investment opportunities alongside equity, bonds or funds in the
same marketplace.
This lack of digitization must be overcome before a new distribution channel for digital assets
is established.

B) Absence of dedicated investment platform
Current investment platforms and digital assets exchanges (such as Binance, Kraken,
Bitfinex, Coinbase,…) have been designed for individuals. However none is suitable for private
bankers and financial advisors in the context of advising their client in a compliant way.
This means that, despite the growing interests of their clients for digital assets, there is
presently no investment platform accessible to financial advisors to guide them into this new
asset class, support & monitor their investments. As a consequence, most of them would
adopt a conservative stance and stay away from digital assets.
We believe that giving an intuitive solution to independent financial advisors to answer the
growing crypto assets demand of their clients will be profitable for all the crypto industry. It
would bring a significant number of new investors.
Financial advisors also have an interest in getting into digital assets as significant investment
opportunities will arise from asset tokenization. Assets that were once difficult to be
considered by professional investors because of their high unit price, illiquidity and high
transaction costs would now be available at more attractive terms and conditions.
Investments into cryptocurrencies can also provide asset diversification to their clients and
offer a more attractive asset class than most conventional assets.
Ledgity ambitions to unlock the investment capacity of financial advisors and their clients for
the benefit of digital assets.
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C) The need to reinvent wealth management
Wealth management infrastructures need to be re-engineered from scratch to benefit from
all improvements brought by blockchain technologies. We can not build a layer of blockchain
protocols on top of existing banking systems.

The concept of new type of digital wealth management digital is basically a set of
components:
➠

Digital journey

➠

Automated compliance & reporting

➠

An intuitive UX/UI experience

➠

Peer to peer network

➠

Blockchain based representation of asset (“Digital securities”)

➠

Easy access to crypto assets investment

➠

Smart contracts replicating specific services of the traditional financial
industries such as secondary markets and derivatives.

➠

Decentralized network of independent financial advisors

➠

Ledger of transactions

➠

Core banking

With thousands of independent financial advisors across Europe and billions of dollars of
assets under advisory, we have the opportunity to redefine the way we address wealth
management services with more transparency, fairness, efficiency while providing better
savings solutions for investors.
The main pain points to be addressed are as follows:
○

Build a blockchain based distribution platform of Financial Product

○

Solving liquidity problems on specific assets (private equity, real estate,
private debt)

○

Bringing a genuine secondary market

○

Democratizing the access to crypto assets investment

○

Guaranteeing efficient processing of transactions

○

Providing transparency and auditability to all transactions

Building the future of finance starts with bringing the blockchain concept/protocols to the
wealth management and private banking industry. Ledgity is the unique platform to gather
all the innovations brought by the blockchain technologies into a single digital infrastructure.
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II.

The main advantages of the blockchain technology for
financial industry
➠ On-chain KYC and ID verification
With the growing regulation of cryptoworld, each financial based application needs a
fully compliant KYC stack that matches European and local requirements.
Based KYC require :
✓ Proof of Identity (ID verification)
✓ Proof of knowledge / investors category (Professional or non professional
under the AMF/MIFID II requirements)
✓ Origin of funds,
✓ Risk profile of the investor
Bringing KYC on-chain allows a better collaboration between financial institutions.
Each person's profile will be saved in the blockchain so they can easily manage their
data to make them available to an exchange during the KYC process. To log in and be
sure KYC is complete, a customer will be able to give his “hash KYC key”provided by
one of the company that already did the KYC process on the person, after login, the
company A will automatically send through a smart contract all the KYC documents
to company B, company B could now check if the documents hash match with the
blockchain hash and be sure that the profile is fully compliant.
➠ Blockchain based representation of assets (“Digital securities”)
The main obstacles to accessing unlisted investments are the lack of liquidity, often
high investment minimums and lack of information. The tokenization can make
unlisted assets an industry more accessible, faster and cheaper, thereby unlocking
trillions of dollars of investment opportunities.
✓ Automation and simplification of legal requirements and regulation
supervision
✓ Automation and simplification of governance and ledger management. For
example setting transfer restrictions.
✓ Allowing to use a light infrastructure leading a significant cost optimization
✓ Simplification of a secondary market for assets which until now are not
liquid. More precisely the delivery versus payment function which can be
instant. All in one operation : clearing and settlement
Asset tokenization could provide an additional way to achieve fractional ownership of
assets which, in turn, could further lower barriers to investment and promote more
inclusive access by retail investors to some previously mostly unaffordable.
Our protocol of financial asset tokenization is also application to share of investment
funds that represent a market of more than $1,5 trillions of transactions per year.
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➠ Stablecoin and onchain settlement system
In recent developments and Distributed Ledger Technology projects, stablecoins
have the advantages of Bitcoin, for the instant settlement of cost-efficient
transactions, without incurring the risk of price volatility. In other words, it is money
that is programmatically issued and tracked through the use of blockchain
technology. Stablecoins and Security Tokens have caught the attention of the
financial industry. The use of blockchain technology for the representation and
exchange of financial assets worldwide is an obvious route. The use of stablecoin is
mandatory to build the future of finance with an on-chain settlement system.
➠ Peer to contracts exchange / AMM for tokenized assets
The velocity of capital is the foundation of value creation. This means that the faster
capital moves from hand to hand, the more value our system will create. In principle,
an efficient market is a market with a short duration. Which is the complete opposite
of all kinds of unlisted assets such as Private Equity, real estate investment, art. This
inefficiency specific to unlisted assets is an opportunity for many investors who wish
to build up their retirement capital and grow their capital in the long term.
Unfortunately the current private banking infrastructures do not allow them to offer
these assets in an efficient way. We are still facing a major problem: the lack of
liquidity
Decentralized exchange and Automated market making bring a major innovation by
switching from a peer to peer approach like order book to a peer to contract
approach. By doing so you solve the problem of liquidity.
➠ Oracles & Synthetic assets protocol
The purpose of oracles is to synchronize off-chain information with on-chain needs.
Oracles are often used for KYC information and price feeders. As example, price
quotes are kept up-to-date by oracle feeders that are tasked with periodically
fetching exchange rates from reputable sources and reporting them to the Oracle
contract.
The current decentralized finance ecosystem uses a simple approach as collateral in
order to propose various financial services like lending, stablecoin and synthetic
assets. Combining the use of collateral and oracles, you create derivative smart
contracts that replicate the performance of an underlying asset. The purpose of
synthetic assets is to bring real world asset price fluctuation such as gold, silver, fiat
currency, equity, bonds, real estate on-chain.
The challenge is to aggregate these innovations into a single digital wealth platform, scalable
enough to accommodate thousands of independent financial advisors worldwide and perform high
speed transactions.
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III.

Wealth Management & Financial Infrastructure by Ledgity
Ledgity redesigns wealth management through an intuitive, secure, transparent platform,
opening new investment horizons. We commit to build a new type of wealth management
platform with the best of the off-chain and the on-chain world. Ledgity allows any financial
advisor and their clients to remotely access the best wealth management tools, products
with an intuitive UX/UI experience. Changing the way you manage your wealth, changing the
future.

A) Platform & services overview
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The main pillars of our infrastructure are presented below:

➠ KYC onboarding and storage
The starting point of a wealth management is the identification of its clients. That’s
the reason why we developed a user-friendly KYC onboarding process. It’s a
regulatory tool to help independent financial advisors to easily comply with the
regulation. KYC information is stored on the blockchain and specifically used for
tokenized assets. It’s the first step for a blockchain based financial infrastructure. We
embed within the code all the mandatory information needed to operate compliant
business operations.

➠ Digital journey
Instead of relying on multiple different and independent tools, we offer a one-stop
shop platform gathering efficiently the essential tools to digitize wealth management
and advisor / client relationships.

➠ The 1st Impact Crypto Platform
For many High Net Worth Individuals, cryptos are synonymous to energy
consumption. To solve this problem, Ledgity provides the first Impact Crypto
Platform for traditional finance. In order to compensate for the energy consumption
from proof of work consensus algorithms like Bitcoin, part of the transaction fees are
donated to foundations and associations. With our smart order routes engine,
Ledgity is a gateway to a broader adoption of crypto assets. Our infrastructure
provides the opportunity to independent financial advisors to get the best price and
liquidity from multiple liquidity providers for their clients. Therefore we are the first
digital wealth management platform with a crypto exchange providing :
●

Best execution price

●

Fully transparents on the executions routes

●

We contribute to accelerate the adoption of crypto assets
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➠ Blockchain based fund distribution network & Tokenization of assets
protocol
Private market has grown impressively over the past decade. It provided lucrative
returns to institutional investors. So far, only investors who are willing to lock their
funds for seven to ten years can invest in those assets. The lack of liquidity is the
main barrier for a large number of investors. The solution is to combine on-chain
identity and assets tokenization. At Ledgity we researched the potential for creating
a tokenization and an on-chain validation protocol triggered every time a transfer
transaction is submitted and therefore creating a new technological standard for the
exchange of financial instruments on Cardano blockchain. The protocol is meant to
ensure token transactions are verified every time, enforcing compliance and specific
asset restrictions. Such a protocol is applicable for investment funds, private debt and
private equity. On-chain validation guarantees that every token transaction is
validated. This is an obvious requirement for any security token exchange protocol. It
ensures regulatory and sometimes custom constraints are met before transferring
assets. By having the validation step occur directly on-chain, the conditions and
requirements are stored in the Ledger, providing all the usual benefits of auditability
and replayability.
Built on Cardano, the protocol combines modules such as: token as a service, vesting
standard and whitelisting. It also uses a rule engine to enable complexe decision
trees. Each tranche in a token can have a different validation tree to best adapt to the
specificities of each asset and its different tranches. The decision tree is used to
represent the complex boolean structure of tests.
Tokenization of assets and on-chain settlement systems can not occured without the
use of a stablecoin, a representation of fiat currency on-chain. Our approach is to
integrate an EUR and USD stablecoin.
○

EUR Stablecoin

○

USD Stablecoin: USDC

We aim to offer financial advisors a broad range of exciting investment opportunities
in the area of digital assets with tokenized funds, art, and real estate.
We start our financial infrastructure 3.0 with a tailor made protocol for the
distribution of shares of investment funds. It’s a market with a volume of more than
$1,5 trillions per year in Europe. This protocol adds a new utility to our LTY token.
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Workflow for the subscription/redemption of the tokenization of shares of
investment:

➠ Decentralized exchange and AMM:
The notion of liquidity pool has been introduced by many blockchain projects in
decentralized finance. These liquidity pools appeared as part of decentralized
exchange to allow the exchange of two cryptocurrency that do not benefit from
liquidity and without an intermediary. Unlisted assets are facing the same issues as
small cryptocurrency: the lack of liquidity. By doing so, you solve the liquidity
problem by switching from peer to peer approach to peer to contract approach.
Our permissioned decentralized exchange, designed to be compliant with AML
regulation, serves as critical infrastructure for the wealth management industry and
the democratization of financial assets that are not liquid, empowering all
counterparties to participate in a secure and robust financial marketplace.
We believe creating a protocol for on-chain automated market making tokenized
assets exchange is a game changer in the private banking and the wealth
management industry. It will be the first regulated, open and independent
marketplace for digital assets.
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➠ Synthetic Stable Digital Asset Protocol
Finally, in order to provide unique investment opportunities to our ecosystem, we
need to add derivatives products through a protocol that allows the creation of
fungible assets, “synthetics”, that track the price of real world assets such as real
estate. Therefore bringing on-chain tailor made investment products. We get
inspiration from the best protocol in decentralized finance with a hybrid approach
between collateralized and algorithmic mechanisms in order to provide a better
capital efficiency. The protocol uses 75% Stablecoin and 25% LTY in collateral. The
stability of the stable digital asset issued will be managed by a dynamic sell tax
mechanism and collateral management.

High level architecture
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IV.

Product Roadmap

V.

LTY Token and Ledgity economics
Several utility token models, such as Binance, Uniswap, Swissborg…, have proven their
intrinsic value. The common element was to create a community centric model which led to a
natural growing demand. Most of them apply a buy-back & burn mechanism in order to
redistribute a part of the value to token holders. Ledgity Wealth App product and the
protocol built on Cardano lead a deflationary model which accelerates the buy-back & burn
approach and the scarcity of LTY token overtime.
On top of such mechanisms, what will be the impact on the valorisation of a token if you tied
indirectly the intellectual property (IP) to the token?
The IP is a category of property that includes intangible assets. It means that more users of
our wealth app and protocols will accelerate the use of our LTY token and its scarcity.
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A) LTY Token
The next generation of wealth services platform Ledgity is built around the LTY
token. It is the first utility token combining key utility functions and governance in the
ecosystem in traditional finance. The token design creates a deflationary token
model.

UTILITY FUNCTION

👉 DISCOUNT FEES
👉 PRIORITY ACCESS
👉 GOVERNANCE
👉 USED IN LEDGITY

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

👉 LTY TOKEN WILL BE USED TO PAY

ROYALTIES TO USE THE LEDGITY PLATFORM

PROTOCOLS
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B) Governance: wealth management DAO
LTY token holders form a DAO. This DAO has governance over Ledgity master
protocol which includes all protocols used in the ecosystem. We can identify two
types of governance:
○

referendums on parameters and fees of the different services offer by Ledgity
⇛

fees structure:
✓ Tokenization protocol fees
✓ Stablecoin protocol fees
✓ Tokenized assets exchange fees
✓ Crypto assets exchange fees
✓ Other fees

⇛

LTY token characteristics:
✓ Max supply
✓ Reflect & Tax mechanism (ETH/BSC)
✓ Other

○

referendums on any improvement of Ledgity ecosystem and any topic related
to Ledgity

C) LTY supply and distribution

a) Total supply
LTY token will be launched as a Cardano native token. LTY is also
represented on ethereum and BSC for a small portion of the supply. The total
supply is fixed at 2,760,000,000 LTY Token. This supply can be modified by
the DAO at a later stage.
SUPPLY ISSUANCE & INFORMATION
Blockchain

LTY Token

Cardano

80%

Ethereum / BSC

20%

Ticker

LTY

Total Supply

2,760,000,000
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b) Distribution
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Sales

39,5%

Community Incentive

13,4%

Development & Market expansion

15,2%

Liquidity pool

12%

Team

19,9%
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D) Token allocation

TOKEN ALLOCATION

TOTAL CIRCULATING
SUPPLY AT LAUNCH
AMOUNT
LTY

IN %

UNLOCK AT
THE TGE

SEED 1

IN %

130 000 000

4,71%

13 000 000

10%

2

16

SEED 2

130 000 000

4,71%

13 000 000

10%

2

10

COMMUNITY SEED

50 000 000

1,81%

50 000 000

100%

-

COMMUNITY INCENTIVE

90 000 000

3,26%

USE FOR LIQUIDITY POOL

130 000 000

4,71%

BURN LTY ON ETH/BSC

VESTING
CLIFF MONTHS

2 230 000 000 80,80%

LAUNCH LTY AS NATIVE CARDANO TOKEN
PRIVATE SALE

400 000 000

14,49%

40 000 000

10%

-

16

ISPO

340 000 000

12,32%

6

12

PUBLIC LAUNCH ON
CARDANO

50 000 000

1,81%

50 000 000

100%

COMMUNITY INCENTIVE

280 000 000

10,14%

0

0%

ECOSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT FUND

310 000 000

11,23%

0

0%

USE FOR MARKETING

100 000 000

3,62%

USE FOR LIQUIDITY POOL

200 000 000

7,25%

20 000 000

10%

-

-

TEAM & ADVISORS

550 000 000

19,93%

0

0%

-

36

TOTAL SUPPLY

2 760 000 000

20
20

E) Token economics & business model
The token economics of LTY relies on fees generated by the ecosystem. LTY tokens
are used to use the Ledgity platform
Business Model:
Please find below fees structure:
➠ Monthly fees paid by independent financial advisors to use our digital tools
➠ Fees on distribution of financial products and transaction tax
➠ Tokenization protocol fees
➠ Fees from others innovations that will be developed
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IV.

Conclusion

Supported by the community of financial advisors and designed by ex-Private bankers, Ledgity is
building the next generation of financial services platform with Cardano as a backbone. We rely on a
network of more than 2 500 independent financial advisors. They are willing to use our platform in
order to answer in a compliant way to the growing demand from their clients to invest in crypto
assets. It’s the building block for Ledgity wider’s mission which is to build a more inclusive finance
and a blockchain based financial infrastructure. We redesign the way to address wealth management
services and to democratize financing of the real economy.
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